IV° trofeo SECCHIA

2021 F9U Drone Racer Open International Italy

4-5 september 2021

This competition will be registered FAI and execute in accordance with:

AeroClub SECCHIA & AeroClub d’Italia

Race Type:

F9U Drone Racer FPV World Cup (ITA 2021)

The race will be valid for Italian F9U Championship 2021

Location:

AeroClub SECCHIA official Site. Via Secchia 71– SASSUOLO (ITA)

Coord. 44°35'41.5"N 10°47'08.1"E - Google coordinates: 44.599818, 10.786361

With welcome contribution from:
Transport:
Bologna International. Airport: https://www.bologna-airport.it (40Km)
Train Station: Modena Stazione FS
HighWay: E35 – A1 Casello Modena Nord

Tourist Info:  
http://www.visitmodena.it/english?set_language=en  
https://musei.ferrari.com/it/maranello

Hotel and B&B:  
Please look at booking.com, tripadvisor.com or similar sites for local B&B's and hotels near Magreta.

Field Elevation:  Approximately 40 feet above sea level

Flight Order:  Randomly selected by computer prior to the start of the competition.

Schedule:

Saturday 5th September
09:00 – 09:30 Administrative Check & Model processing
09:30 – 09:40 Pilots Briefing
09:45 – 12:45 Timed Qualifying Session (26 heats)
14:15 – 17:45 Timed Qualifying Session (26 heats)

Sunday 6th September
09:00 – 10:00 1/8° final round (race 1 to 8) (8 heats)
10:00 – 10:40 Second Chance A1 (race 9 to 12) (4 heats)
10:40 – 11:20 1/4° final round (race 13 to 16) (4 heats)
11:20 – 12:00 Second Chance A2 (race 17 to 20) (4 heats)
12:00 – 12:20 Semifinal (race 21 &22) (2 heats)
12:20 – 13:00 Second Chance B1 (4 heats)
13:30 – 14:10 Second Chance B2 (4 heats)
14:10 – 14:30 Small Final (1 heat)
14:30 – 14:45 FINAL Open International (1 heat)
14:45 – 15:00 Open International Awards Ceremony
15:00 – 15.40 Campionato Italiano 1/4° Finale (4 heats)
15:40 – 16:00 Campionato Italiano Semifinali (2 heats)
16:00 – 16:15 Campionato Italiano Finale B (1 heat)
16:15 – 16:30 Campionato Italiano FINALE (1 heat)
16:30 Premiazione Campionato Italiano

Organization reserves the right to modify the schedule time table depending on re-flights occurrences, Number of Pilots and other unplanned circumstances.
Documents needed:

Valid FAI or Drone Permission and valid Insurance.

For Italian Championship you need a valid FAI registration.

Competitors:

The number of competitors is limited to 48 pilots. To participate, pilots must hold a valid FAI license 2021. Drone Permission is accepted. Valid insurance of civil responsibility is required.

Entry Fee:

€50 Seniors / €35 Juniors Payment: use Paypal at the end of online registration process

Pilot’s Registration:

Registration will only be confirmed once a registration form has been validated and entry fee have been received.

Registration will open from 19 July 2021 h 21:00 on website:
http://f9u.it/events/event/2021-f9u-world-cup-italy/

Helper:

Each Pilot is required have a helper accompanying during the flight

Competition Rules:

In accordance with the FAI F9U 2019 Sporting Code


Model Registration:

Each competitor may register a total of 3 models. Each model to be identified according to official rule.

Equipment:

- 25mW max, Video Transmitter. n.b. Penalty will be issued in case of non-authorized activation of a video transmitter.
- 2.4 GHz Radio Control or other transmission band if power-compliant with existing laws
- Each Pilot have to record his flying session (personal DVR mandatory) and the recording have to be at jury disposal simple asking.
- Starting Pad: organization will provide ground flat starting pad. Personal pad are permitted but will have to be placed after the starting pad.
- The Pilots should install high visibility RGB led light to quad (mandatory). Pilot be to able change the color before the flight easily.

Protests:

All protests must be presented in writing to the Contest Director at the competition site and must be accompanied by a deposit of 50€. The deposit will only be returned if the protest is upheld.

Awards:

Trophies for First Second and Third classified.
Official Languages:

Official languages will be Italian and English.

Contest Director:

Filippo Di Marco

Jury:

1) President: Oscar Chinello (ITA)
2) TBD
3) TBD

Timing - Analysis: Ennio DeMeo - ImmersionRC

MEALS:

We’ll arrange a bag-launch for each pilot included in the registration fee.
In the nearby there are bars for drinks and lunch for all pilots, judges and their families, at reasonable prices.
On Saturday night we are planning a meal in a local restaurant for everyone; price, around 25 euros.

Covid-19 Notes and disclaimer:

Organization will take no obligation other than prize and points assignment.
The organizers accept no liability for damage to persons or property occurring before, during or after the holding of the event. The organizers accept no liability for eventual infection occurred during the event.

You should take note of Covid-19 GuideLines; competitors will have to compile and sign a disclaimer form and a “health data monitoring” form; all regional, country rules for covid-19 containment will have to be observed.

Organization will require each competitor / helper the use of personal protection devices (masks) as for above guidelines. Entry will be available only for competitors and their helpers / companions. No external audience allowed.

Organization reserves the right to modify the present Bulletin until a week before the actual event date. Please stay tuned at event info site at http://f9u.it/events/event/2021-f9u-world-cup-italy/

With welcome contribution from: